
Computability Assignment

Year 2012/13 - Number 11

Please keep this �le anonymous: do not write your name inside this �le.

More information about assignments at http://disi.unitn.it/∼zunino/teahing/omputability/assignments

Please do not submit a �le ontaining only the answers; edit this

�le, instead, �lling the answer setions.

Note

Remember that undefined 6> x for any natural x.

1 Question

Consider the set

A = {n | ∀x ∈ N. φn(x) > x}

Prove that K ≤m A.

1.1 Answer

If we ould verify whether a number belongs to A or not, we ould reate a

veri�er for K:

VK = λp.VA#(λx.φp(p) + x+ 1)
We are asking the original veri�er to hek whether our ustom funtion

(that we built using the s-m-n theorem) always outputs a number whih is

greater than the input value. Beause of the way it has been onstruted, it

always behaves in that way, provided that the program we are asked to verify

atually terminates, when its own soure ode is given as input. Otherwise, the

two veri�ers will orretly return false.

(RZ: the question was not about proving whether a veri�er exists, but to

onstrut a m-redution. The funtion h(p) = # (λx.φp(p) + x+ 1) is indeed

a redution. You should prove just that, without trying to onstrut veri�ers

when the question does not ask you to do so).
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2 Question

Prove that K̄ ≤m A, with the above A.

2.1 Answer

We an just negate the result of the veri�er for K from the previous exerise:

VK̄ = λp.Not (VKp)
(RZ: no, this does not prove that an m-redution exists. Also, you never

used the set A in your answer!)

3 Question

Consider the set

B = {pair(n,m) | φn(0) = φm(0)}

Prove that K̄ ≤m B.

3.1 Answer

If we had a veri�er for B, we ould use it to reate a veri�er for K̄.

VK̄ = λp.Not (VBpair (# (λz.φp(p)) ,#(λz.φp(p))))
Sine it is not true that undefined = undefined (RZ: no, the onvention we

have used in this ourse is that unde�ned=unde�ned), we an ask the original

veri�er to hek whether two opies of the same program atually return a value.

If this is not the ase (beause the program loops forever when given as input

its own soure ode - note that the z argument is ignored), we know that the

program does not belong to K (otherwise, it will). Then, we negate the answer

in order to give an answer aboutK̄.
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